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Cheat sheet vimdiff

Share the code, notes and snippets immediately. You cannot run it at this time. You are signed in with another tab or window. Update session download again. You are logged off on another tab or window. Update session download again. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com to build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies
to understand how you use GitHub.com to build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie Settings at the bottom of the page. For more information, please see our Privacy Policy. We use essential cookies to perform essential website functions, such as logging in to them. Read more Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites to improve
them, for example, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to complete the task. Read more Your project is progressing at an amazing rate. You commit regularly, getting close to the release date when suddenly you hit a mail merge conflict! What are you going to do now? You will see something like file.extension : needs merge. You frantically Google
and see that opening the mail merge tool helps and now you're stupid. I'm going to help you. Vim Diff will show you 4 windows. The first thing you should notice about four windows is that you can get a cursor to any of the four and work from there. You can move the cursor around you press: 'CTRL + W' ' CTRL + W' (note that you should press it twice) Now let me explain each window. (not in order). (1) The
target branch you are on now. Here you want to merge another branch, but this window is used only as a reference to see what the current branch looks like. (3) The remote/mail merge branch, which is the branch you want to connect to the local/target branch above (1). (2) The most common ancestor of the object (1) and the connecting branch(3). (4) The last branch to which you want to map the item and
the mail merge branch. This is the file that the most common items are mapped to. Here, you need to pull items from (1) and merge (3) to get the final file. The second thing you would like to do is to move from one conflict zone to another. ]c (right bracket 'c') moves you to the following conflicting text :ls recognizes windows (names and numbers) This is important to connect it to the diffput and diffget
commands below. '[c' (left bracket :d 'c') moves you to the previous conflicting text. You need to use this with the identity that you find when you use :ls . You can also use the do file as an abbreviated version (without a colon) and :d to edit the other buffer from the current focus area. These are all the actions you need to move on from changes (window 3), and (window 2) to the final file. I will add more and
change this cheat sheet when I find this tool. Published 3.9.2013May 9, 2020 Sometimes I prefer to use vimdiff especially when using it as a mail merge dice. Mattratleph has a handy scam. In the middle file (incoming merged file), you can switch between conflicts ]c and [c. Select which version you want to keep :d iffget //2 or :d iffget //3 (//2 and //3 are unique identifiers for the names of the item/main copy
and mail merge/branch copie files :d). git commit -m Mapping resolved If you tried to do git drag when you encountered mail merge conflicts, type git rebase -continue. ] c : - the following difference [c : - previous difference do - diff get dp - diff put zo - open folded text zc - close folded text :d iffupdate - re-scan files due to differences :h[elp] keyword - open key Word Help :sav[eas] file - save file as :clo[se] -
close the current box :ter[minal] - open terminal K - open the man page for the word under the cursor under tip run vimtutor in terminal to learn the first Vim commands. h - move cursor left j - move cursor down k - move cursor up l - move cursor to right H - move to top of screen M - move to center of screen L - move to the bottom of the screen w - move forward to the beginning of the word W - skip forward
to the beginning of the word to the beginning (words may contain space marks) e - jump forward to the end of the word E - skip forward to the end of the word (words may contain space marks) b - jump backwards to the beginning of word B - jump backwards to the beginning of the word (words may contain space marks) % - go to the corresponding character (default supported pairs : '()', '{}', '[]' - use :h
pairs in vim for more information) 0 - jump to the top of the line ^ - jump the first non-empty character in the line $ - jump to the end of row g_ - jump on the last non-empty character in line gg - go to the first line of the document G - go to the last line of the document 5gg or 5G - go to line 5 fx - go to the character x tx next instance - go before the next appearance of the character x Fx - go to the earlier
appearance of the character x Tx - move to character x after the previous appearance ; - repeats the previous f, t, F or T movement , - repeats the previous f, t-, F or T movement, backward } - move to the next paragraph (or action/block when editing code) { - go to the previous paragraph (or action/block when editing code) zz - center point on screen Ctrl + e - move the screen one down line (without cursor)
+ y - move the screen one line up (without moving the cursor) Ctrl + b - move one full screen backwards Ctrl + f - move forward one full screen Ctrl + d - move forward 1/2 on the screen Ctrl +u - move back 1/2 screen Tip Prefix cursor movement command number repeats it. at the beginning of the row - insert (paste) after cursor A - add (paste) to the end of the line o - insert (open) a new row below the
current row O - insert (open) a new row above the current row ea - insert (paste) the word Ctrl + h to the end - delete the character before the cursor in insert mode Ctrl + j - start a new line during insert mode Ctrl + t - indent (indent) move right) row one shift width during insert mode Ctrl + d - removing indentation (move left) line one shift key during insert mode Ctrl + n - insert (run automatically) next match
before cursor in insert mode Ctrl + p - insert (AutoComplete) previous match before cursor in insert mode Ctrl + rx - insert registry x Esc contents - exit insert mode r - replace one character J - paste line with current, with one space between gJ - connect line below current , where there is no space between gwip - run paragraph g ~ - change the case to movement gu - change to lowercase letters to
movement gU - capitally change the movement to cc - change (change) the whole row C - change (change) to the end of the line c$ - change (change) the line line to finish - change (replace) the entire word cw - change (replace) the word s to the end - delete the character and replace the text S - delete the line and the replacement text (equal to cc) xp - transpose the two letters (delete and paste) u - undo
U - restore (undo) the last changed line Ctrl + r - redo . - toista viimeinen komento v - aloita visuaalinen tila, merkitse viivat, sitten tehdä komento (kuten y-yank) V - start linewise visuaalinen tila o - siirtyä toiseen päähän merkitty alue Ctrl + v - aloita visuaalinen estotila O - siirry toiseen kulmaan lohko aw - merkitse sana ab - lohko () aB - lohko , jossa {} at - lohko, jossa on &lt;&gt; tunnistetta ib - sisälohko () iB
- sisälohko { } se - sisälohko, jossa on &lt;&gt; tunnistetta Esc - poistu visuaalisesta tilasta Vihje B: n tai B: n sijasta voidaan myös käyttää ( tai { vastaavasti &gt; - siirtää tekstiä oikealle &lt; - vaihtoteksti vasen y - jenkki (kopio) merkitty teksti d - poista merkitty teksti ~ - vaihda kotelo u - muuta merkitty teksti pieniksi U - muuta merkitty teksti isoiksi kirjaimiksi :reg[isters] - näytä rekisterien sisältö xy - yank
rekisteriin x xp - liitä rekisterin sisältö x +y - vedä järjestelmän leikepöytärekisteriin +p - liitä järjestelmän leikepöytärekisteristä Vihjerekisterit tallennetaan ~/.viminfo ja ladataan uudelleen seuraavan vim-uudelleenkäynnistyksen yhteydessä. Tip Special Registers: 0 - Last Yankee - Unnamed Registry, Last Deletion or Yankee % - Current FileName # - Alternate FileName * - Clipboard Contents (X11 Primary) +
- Clipboard Contents (X11 Clipboard) / - Last Search Pattern : - Last Command Line . - last inserted text - last small (less than line) deletion = - expression register _ - black hole registry :characters - character list mon - set current location A 'a - jump to A y'a - drag text to position A '0 - go to the location where Vim had previously left' - go the location the last time you edited the file. - go to the location of the
last change in this file '' - go to the place before the last jump :ju[mps] - list of jumps Ctrl + i - go to a new place in the jump list Ctrl +o - go to an older place in the jump list :changes - change list g, - go to a new place in the change list g; - Go to an older location in the change list Ctrl + ] - go to the tag under the cursor Tip To move to the character, you can use either an after-sight (') or apostrophe ('). Using
the apostrophe jumps to the beginning of the line holding the character (first non-black). qa - save macro q - stop saving macro @a - run macro a @@ - run last run macro yy - drag (copy) line 2yy - Yankee (copy) 2 lines yw - drag (copy) word characters from cursor position to beginning next word y $ - Yankee (copy) finish line p - put (paste) clip table after cursor P - put (paste) in front of the cursor dd -
delete (cut) line 2dd - delete (cut) 2 lines dw - remove (cut) the characters of the word from the insertion point position to the beginning of the next word D - delete (cut) to the end of the line d$ - delete (cut) the character &gt;&gt; - indent (move right) line one interchange &lt;&lt; - indentation (move left) line one shift width &gt;% - indent block, with () or {} (cursor on bracket) &gt;ib - indend inner block, with ()
&gt;at - indent block with &lt;&gt; tag 3== - reindent 3 rows =% - reindent block () or {} (cursor on accompaniment line) =iB - reinsert inner block {} gg=G - reindense the entire buffer ]p - paste and adjust indentation on the current line :w - type (save) the file, but do not stop :w!sudo tee % - type the current file using sudo :wq or :x or ZZ - type (save) and exit :q - exit (will fail if there are unsaved changes) :q! or
ZQ - stop and throw away unsaved changes :wqa - type (save) and stop with all tabs/pattern - search for the pattern pattern - look backwards for pattern \vpattern - 'very magical' pattern: non-alphanumeric characters are interpreted as special with regex symbols (no compulsion required) n - repeat search in the same direction N - repeat search opposite direction :%s/old/new/g - replaces all old size files
with :%s/old/new/gc - replaces all old ones with new full files with confirmations :noh[lsearch] - delete lookup items:vim[grep] /pattern/ {'{file}'} - search multiple files for a pattern, e.g. :vim[grep] /foo/ **/* :cn[ext] - jump to the next match :cp[revious] - jump to the previous match :cope[n] - open the window, which contains the match list :ccl[ose] - close the quick fix window :tabnew or :tabnew {page.words.file} -
open the file in the new tab Ctrl + wT - move the current split window to your tab gt or :tabn[ext] - go to the next tabp gT or :tabp[revious] - go to the previous one #gt - go to tab number # :tabm[ove] # - move the current tab to the #th position (indexed from 0) :tabc[lose] - close the current tab and all its windows :tabo[nly] - close all tabs except the current tab tab command - run command on all tabs (e.g.
:tabdo q - closes all opened tabs) tabs)
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